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Jake's confused. There are shootings in space, fighting in the streets, and Nadine is being

friendly. It's the middle of a revolution but Jose is buying welding equipment, Dashi's diverted

him to look for a lost ship, and Nadine has volunteered to help. Strange, but Dashi always

knows what he's doing. But with alliances failing and allies fighting each other, what is really

going on? Whose side is he on? The good guys? Or the bad?Jake, Dashi, Jose, Nadine and

the Admiral are back in book 4 in the adventures of a Jump space Accountant. If you like

strategy over tactics, and thought before action, this series is for you.

“Consistently one of my favorite short story writers.” — Kelly Link, author of Get in

Trouble"Landscapes and memories alter, gentrify, and crumble in Butner’s flawless debut

collection, which wends ghosts, virtual futures, and the intricacies of friendship into 16

breathtaking, intimate stories. . . . Readers of John Crowley, Ray Bradbury, and Sally Rooney

alike will find a home in this beautiful, grounded exploration of pasts and futures—and the

people suspended between them."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“The collection opens

with ‘Adventure,’ with a long-overdue visit to an old friend and a tale told about a stranger,

which may be just fantasy, but, setting the tone for the collection, the reality is not entirely clear-

cut. . . . All in all, a worthwhile collection.” — Booklist“A resemblance to George Saunders’ and

Carmen Maria Machado’s work, though Butner has his own thematic obsessions. . . . In his

best stories, Butner effectively merges the strange setups with a bracing mix of humor and

dread.” — Kirkus Reviews“Grounded by concrete pop culture details, each strange narrative

makes what’s familiar seem eerie.” — Foreword Reviews (starred review)“At last, one of the

contemporary masters of the uncanny and darkly humorous, Richard Butner, has his stories in

one place where we can get at them. With a toe (just a toe) in the literary pool, and the rest of

him splashing happily in the spec fic/sci-fi/surreal swimming hole, Butner’s tales deal in the

deadly habits of nostalgia, and the surprises waiting for the wistful and the obsessive whose

march forward obliges a look backward. Linkean, Barthelmean, Saundersean . . . hm, okay,

these guys do NOT lend themselves to sonorous adjectivization but, nonetheless, they’ll have

to welcome a new storyteller beside them on the shelf.”—Wilton Barnhardt, author of Emma

Who Saved My Life and Lookaway, Lookaway“A Richard Butner story is an invitation to

discovery alongside his characters. It’s a left turn off of reality’s highway and into its old

business district: defiantly shabby, casually weird, and occasionally surreal, perfect in every

grounding detail. Every story zigs when you expect it to zag. You only think you know where

they are going, but it turns out you are on the same adventure as the protagonist, discovering

as you go that the world is stranger than it was the minute before, and the minute before that.

Well worth the journey.”—Sarah Pinsker, author of We Are Satellites"Richard Butner's stories

are funny, scary, personal, dispassionate, satirical, and heartfelt, if those incompatible

adjectives can be assembled to describe the same work. He writes about the subtle losses we

suffer (often without noticing) as we get older, about love and loyalty, about how the past is

never completely past and can come sweeping back over you at the slightest opportunity like a

tidal wave, so you'd better be ready lest you drown."—John Kessel, author of Pride and

PrometheusReviews of Richard Butner's stories“Captivating and gripping.”—Bookotron“In the

face of even the most absurd scenario, Butner’s writing remains cool and understated; he

treats the bizarre as if it were commonplace, eventually convincing the reader that nothing is



too far from the real. Indeed, many of the stories’ most bizarre moments are simply

exaggerations of the inanities of our world, thrust into the forefront of the plot as a sort of social

criticism. . . . Butner picks up the absurdities of high-speed America and throws them back in its

face, reveling in the wild, wonderful mess he creates.”—New Pages Review"A powerful story of

obsession.”—Lois Tilton, Locus“The saddest ghost story you’ll read this year.”—Charlie Jane

Anders, Gizmodo"Haunting and heartbreaking.”—iHorror.com“Wry, caustic, calculated,

impulsive…. Gems of gorgeous weirdness.”—Asimovs“Finely wrought fiction that earns its

effects. Evocative and passionate, meaningful and filled with wonders.”— SF Site“Butner’s

meticulous prose lays a cool surface over some twisty terrain. Understated and profound, deft

and smooth, these stories sneak up on you and then don’t let go. Boxes within boxes, wheels

within wheels.”—Karen Joy Fowler, author of We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves“In the

work of writers who have truly burrowed in, often I’ve a sense of there being not many stories

but one continuous, ongoing story, ever growing, ever increasing, turning this way and that in

shifting light—which is how I feel about Richard Butner’s.”—James Sallis, author of Sarah

Jane“Richard Butner writes gorgeous, heartfelt stories that are completely his own, each

propelled by an inner logic that may or may not match consensus reality, each ringing utterly

true. He is unafraid of tough questions and even tougher answers. His characters sweat,

grieve, exult, and struggle for understanding, and even when they terrify, they never fail to

touch me.”—Lewis Shiner, author of Outside the Gates of Eden--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorRichard Butner's short fiction has appeared in Year's Best

Fantasy & Horror, been shortlisted for the Speculative Literature Foundation's Fountain Award,

and nominated for the Shirley Jackson Award. He has written for and performed with the Little

Green Pig Theatrical Concern, Aggregate Theatre, Bare Theatre, the Nickel Shakespeare

Girls, and Urban Garden Performing Arts. His nonfiction, on topics ranging from computers to

cocktails to architecture, has appeared in IBM Think Research, Wired, PC Magazine, The

News & Observer, Teacher, The Independent Weekly, The North Carolina Review of Books,

Triangle Alternative, and Southern Lifestyle. He lives in North Carolina, where he runs the

annual Sycamore Hill Writers' Conference. He and Harry Houdini have used the same

trapdoor. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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2021 Andrew MoriartyAll rights reserved.This is a work of fiction.The character of Scott Russell

is based, with permission, on my good friend Scott Russell, USMC. Semper Fi Buddy!The

character of Vincent Pletcher is based, with permission, on my good friend Vince Pletcher. If

you have some money, need a spaceship, and don’t ask too many questions, Vince is your

guy.Admiral Edmunds/Lieutenant Edmunds shares a name with Colonel Bryan Edmunds,

USAF, retired. I will leave it up to his former squadron mates which rank from this book properly

reflects his competence.Other names, characters, businesses, places, events and incidents

are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any

resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.Special

thanks to my dedicated team of beta readers – Bryan, Scott, Vince, and Alex, and to my editor

Rebekah Becker.Chapter 1“It’s too dangerous. I’m not going to let you go alone, sir,” Jose

said.“Oh? Are you going to assault me if I do?” Dashi asked. He strode toward the drop

shuttles, Jose trailing along beside him. Dashi was small and neat. His mustache was trimmed,

and his scalp was shaved. Jose was taller, younger, and could be called smooth, if not for his

suit, which would be called flashy.“It’s quite an honor, sir, and about time.”“Nothing is

permanent yet. I’m just going to a casino to meet some people.”“The chairman of TGI, the

chairman of AFN, a Militia admiral, a Representative of the Free Traders’ Guild, and a senior

professor at the university are not ‘some people,’ sir.”“Carry on as necessary in my absence. It

will only be for a day.”“I’ve heard rumors that you will be made the deputy chairman.”“Rumors

abound. I place no trust in them.” Dashi held out his hand for his overnight bag.Jose didn’t give

it to him. “Corporate regulations require that the deputy chairman have a bodyguard.”“I’m not

the deputy chairman yet.”“I’d be a poor assistant if I didn’t plan for any eventuality.” Jose

pointed to two men in TGI livery waiting at the lock. “You need guards. Watkins and Seth

—”“Excuse me. Coming through.” A young couple in generic skin suits pushed by, each

carrying a duffel and pulling an extra bag behind them. Jose and Dashi stepped back to allow

them to pass.“Watkins and Seth—” Jose began again.“Sorry—sorry.” Another man pushed by.

“Apologies for my siblings. We’re late. Have to catch the drop ship.”“You still have a few

minutes, sir,” Dashi said.“Yes, but those two have probably misplaced their tickets, or the

luggage is overweight, or something like that. I’ll need the time to sort out our...well, their

problems. Do you have brothers or sisters, sir?”“One of each,” Dashi said.“You know how it is

with the younger ones, then,” the man said. “Always expect you to get them out of whatever fix

it is, large or small, and no second thoughts, either.”“My siblings are singularly ungrateful as

well,” Dashi agreed. “The three of you are going on vacation?”“Damn straight,” the man said. He

was tall, like his siblings, and dressed in a nondescript skin suit. “Saved up for six months. A

nice break from corporate life. It’s taken forever for the three of us to get the same three days

off, given our jobs.”“Well, I hope your wagers are fruitful,” Dashi said.“Wagers? Oh, I’m not

much for gambling, but I had to go along to keep an eye on those two. Alana would lose her

whole wage chip in an hour, and then borrow more.”“Well, I’m sure you’ll be able to ensure that

will be unlikely.”“Alvin is just as bad. It’s ‘cause they’re twins, you see. Not identical, of course.

Fraternal.”“Twins often have similar interests and tastes. I’m sure you’ll be able to handle them,”

Dashi said. He glanced at the time on his comm.“Not that they pay any attention to their big

brother, of course. I might as well be talking to a wall. Do your siblings listen to you?”“No,”

Dashi said.Raised voices rang out from the lock ahead—the twins arguing with the steward

about whether their luggage was overweight.“I see your assistance is required, after all,” Dashi



said.“Emperor’s hairy balls.” The man strode off.Dashi addressed Jose. “I am not taking your

two thugs with me. I cannot arrive with an entourage. It would be impertinent of me.”“They are

not thugs, sir. They are trained TGI security staff.”“Jose, I set up the training program for the

security department. If they took that training, the only thing we can say with certainty is that

they know which end of a gun should point away from them,” Dashi said, “or that they

frequently know this. Probably.”Jose shook his head. “I don’t like it, sir. There have been

rumors. The Free Traders are unhappy. They say that Dumarias, the rep, has sold them

out.”“Minor rumors. Of no consequence.”“The Empire Rising faction has been throwing their

weight around.”“A marginal group operating on the periphery of civilized society.”“There was a

brazen hijacking at one of the smaller shared corporate stations. A group of calling themselves

the Committee stormed the control room, confined the staff, and looted a warehouse before

flying away.”“I have contacts with them. The Committee are not our enemies. The Free Traders

are not our enemies. Neither have ever operated against us.”“What about the Militia, sir, or the

GG?” Jose said.“They are constrained by tradition. The Militia are not our friends, but that does

not make them our enemies.”“Still, the fact that the Free Traders and the others are not our

enemies does not make them our friends either, sir,” Jose said.“Et tu, Jose?” Dashi said with a

smile. “Nevertheless, I am pulling rank on you. Those two security men will not accompany me.

It will send the wrong message to the emergency council.”“Very well, sir. You are the boss.”

Jose made eye contact with the two security men and jerked his head toward a corridor. They

nodded and trotted off.“Nor will I be accompanied by that operative pretending in vain to read

the board back there,” Dashi said, gesturing.Jose turned around. Ten meters away, a chubby

man in dirty coveralls was loitering in front of the drop ship status board.“Sir?” Jose said.“We

collected him outside of my office, and he has been following us ever since.”“Could be a

coincidence sir.”“The board hasn’t changed the entire time we’ve been here, and he’s still

looking at it. He hasn’t checked his comm or made any calls.”“Perhaps he is a slow reader,

sir.”“There is a holster visible on the back of his belt, under his jacket, if you know where to

look,” Dashi said.“Many people carry guns, sir,” Jose said.“His name is Alvagado. You’ve had

him and one of his colleagues watching me for a week. I checked the receipts. There is a

reason he’s not expensive.”“Yes, sir.” Jose sighed. “I should know better than to try to pull one

over on you.” He pulled out his comm and punched a number in. “Alvagado, don’t look up.

Make yourself scarce, and call me at the office later.”The man in front of the board cocked his

head, listening, then sauntered off down a flight of stairs.“As you wish, sir.” Jose handed Dashi

the overnight bag.“Thank you for your concern, Jose, but these things have a rhythm of their

own. It is not yet the time for overt confrontation.”“Well, you have told me you expect the

possibility of...hostilities...breaking out soon, sir.”“Soon, but not today. I have to catch this drop

ship, Jose.”“Sir.” Jose didn’t sound happy.Dashi walked toward the lock. The twins’ raised

voices had been replaced by their brother’s soothing mutters. The brother had his hand on the

steward’s arm, speaking in his ear. Something changed hands, and then the steward stepped

back, and the group flowed into the drop ship’s lock.Dashi smiled. Graft was a tradition on drop

ships.“Ticket, sir?” the steward asked.“Right here,” Dashi said, handing over a chip.“Yes, sir. A

cabin just for you. Wait a moment while I close up, and I’ll show you myself.”“I’m the last one?”

Dashi checked his comm. He had spent a great deal of time with Jose. Their ship was dropping

late.The steward swung the hatch shut and locked the outer wheel. “The very last one, sir.” He

shuffled Dashi through the inner lock and spun the wheel behind him. Then he reached over to

the wall, picked up a phone, and said, “He’s here. We can drop.”Dashi walked up the corridor

as the warning bongs sounded.“Warning. Maneuvering in one minute. Low atmosphere in one

minute. Zero gravity in one minute.”At the back of the shuttle, many couches were empty.“I did



not buy a first-class ticket. Why do I have my own cabin?” Dashi asked.“Don’t rightly know, sir.

Corporate upgrade, maybe? Either way, that’s where I’m supposed to put you, so, if you’ll follow

me.” The steward beckoned. “You should get strapped in before we’re underway.”Jose. Dashi

shook his head and stepped into his cabin. It had a triple acceleration couch, a fresher, a

porthole, and a locker with an emergency skin suit in it. Not big, but bigger than anything

anyone on the deck would have. He looked across the hall.“Howdy, neighbor,” said the older

brother from the corridor. “Finally got that shambles sorted out. A little grease in the right place

covers everything, huh? Say, these cabins are something, huh? We figured if we were going to

a luxury casino, why not a luxury ride?”“Indeed. I wish you a pleasant journey.” Dashi stepped

into the cabin. He paused and stared at the door. The warning bongs had rung, but the ship

hadn’t started maneuvering. Almost like they were waiting for him to get settled.Jose sat at his

desk watching the drop ship on his screen, with Alvagado across from him. Jose’s office was

not as luxurious as Dashi’s. Instead of a wooden desk, Jose had a simple metal one. However,

he did have a framed colored fabric swath on the wall, and a carved wooden statue on his

sideboard.“If anything happens to him....” Jose began.“Stop worrying,” Alvagado said. “The

twins are deadly. She can hit a bullseye from twenty feet with her knives, and he can do the

same at twice the distance with a crossbow.”“They carry crossbows? Do they have suits of

armor too? Might as well join the Knights of the Round Table.”“Disassembled ones. They don’t

show up as weapons on the scans. The bolts he uses are disguised as a belt he wears. He’s

got over a hundred rounds, and he can fire ten a minute.”“A crossbow, for the Emperor’s

sake.”The drop ship was just maneuvering away from the station. Jose pressed a comm button.

“They’ve dropped. Keep in position,” he said, staring out the window.“What’s a round table?”

Alvagado asked.“It’s a thing knights did, on Earth.”“What’s a knight?”“There’s a movie. I’ll send

it to you. He picked you up from the beginning, you realize.”“That was the plan. You said to be

as obvious as possible.”“Well, you were good at that.”“The twins can handle any physical threat.

Linc is a class-three med tech, and he has a full kit with him, as well as tools and commo gear

—and unless I’m mistaken after watching that little charade, you have something going on with

the steward on that ship.”“The pilots, too. All three of them get an all-expenses-paid vacation at

the casino when they get there, and a bonus when they get back if they help keep an eye on

Dashi. The pilots are former Militia. They can handle themselves in a fight.”“I didn’t know that.

You’ve got this guy ringed with security.”“Yes,” Jose said, steepling his hands in an unconscious

imitation of Dashi. “I do.”“Why are you telling me this? It’s not like you to share sensitive

information.”“Two things. First, I love that man. He’s like a father to me. If anything happens to

him....”“And the second?”“For once, I think he’s wrong,” Jose said. “We’re entering a new era.

There are more shortages. There is more low-level violence. People are starting to act different.

Some people are scared, and scared people are unpredictable.”“He knows this.”“Yes, but he’s

not scared. He’s never scared. Never even gets upset. I don’t think he’s taken into account what

scared people will do.”“I hope you are wrong.”“Me too.” Jose again stared at the screen,

zooming in on the drop ship drifting slowly away from the station.He had a perfect view as the

shuttle exploded into pieces.Chapter 2“Can you get me a job?” Suzy Q asked.“Doing what?”

Nadine asked from the two-person metal table in the kitchen, having just finished her breakfast

tray. It was tasteless, which made her happy. In the world of breakfast trays, the alternative to

tasteless was disgusting, not delicious.Suzy Q pulled the metal foil off her own breakfast tray

and dug in. “Whatever you do. It sounds like a great job, sales consultant.”Nadine looked at her

roommate for a moment, then dumped her tray in the mesh box. She wanted her deposit back.

“What do you think I do?”“Dress up and go to parties. Talk to people. Flirt. Drink. Have fun.

Better than purchasing.”“That’s not all I do. I have to promote products at these parties. Give



out samples. Talk to people.”“Give things to men for free. Drink with them all night. I can talk

while I do that.”“I have to travel a lot.”“Other than the farming settlement where I grew up, I’ve

never been out of Landing. I’ve never been orbital at all.”“It’s not a lot of fun,” Nadine said. “It’s

like being inside a dreary office all the time.”“I’m inside dreary offices all the time now.”“Some of

the stations aren’t much fun. Dirty. Dank. Crowded.”“Different dirty, dank, and crowded, though,”

Suzy Q said.“There are a lot of late nights,” Nadine said.“Yes, you woke me up coming in from

middle-third shift last night,” Natasha said, coming into the kitchen to grab a glass of water.

Natasha occupied the apartment’s third bedroom. “Some of us have to work first shift, you

know. Try to be quieter next time.”“Will do,” Nadine said, smiling at Natasha. Suzy Q followed

suit.Natasha smiled back, then stepped through the front door and into the hall.As soon as the

door closed, Suzy Q dropped her smile. “Bitch.”“Why do you keep her around?” Nadine

asked.“She pays on time. She’s annoying, but she’s never missed a rent payment,” Suzy Q

said. She surveyed the apartment. “Finding roommates who pay on time is harder than you’d

think, and I need both of you to afford this palatial homestead.”She waved her arms around.

The room had a toilet, small sink, and shower at one end of the common area, and a

microwave food tray slot and hinged table at the other. Three small rooms, two with single beds

and a locker.The third was larger than the other two combined, and had its own shower and

toilet. That was Suzy Q’s old room, now Nadine’s. Officially, Nadine paid double what the other

tenants paid, but Nadine suspected it was triple, if not more.She didn’t care. It was big enough

for what she wanted, a short walk to both the shuttle port and the monorail station, and the

area was busy, with plenty of bulk housing dating back to the Founding. Lots of university

students lived there, so there was a large transient population she could blend into.Best of all,

her name wasn’t on any paperwork—anywhere.“Speaking of rent, where are we?” Nadine

asked.“You are two months ahead right now,” Suzy Q said.“Okay.” Nadine ducked into her

room. The closet-sized locker had a simple code-operated keypad. Easy for a professional to

defeat. Once open, Nadine leaned down to open a much sturdier safe she’d had installed. It

had a manual knob to spin, and was thus immune to electronic tampering.She pulled out a

handful of credit chips and closed the safe. An expert with the right tools could certainly break

into the closet and, in time, the safe—but Nadine assumed that her roommates would notice if

somebody were in her room working with a plasma torch for three hours. Besides, even if they

didn’t, the intruders would probably quit after they found the safe. Thieves wouldn’t think to

remove the outer wall panel to find what was behind there.“Here’s another three months,”

Nadine said.“You don’t have to,” Suzy Q said.“No problem. I owe you for the food too. Here.”

Nadine passed her another chip.Suzy Q put the chip in her comm and glanced at it. “It’s too

much, Nadine. You don’t eat that much.”“Put it on my account,” Nadine said. “You know how I

am. Come and go.”“Yes, you really are the perfect roommate. Pay your bills on time, and you’re

never here.”“It’s the job. Come and go. Travel to events a lot.”“I wish you could get me work

there.”“You wouldn’t like it,” Nadine said. “It doesn’t pay well, for one thing.”Suzy Q looked at her

and rattled the credit chips in her hands.Nadine realized her mistake. “It doesn’t, really,” she

tried to back up. “My salary from that job wouldn’t pay even part of that.”Suzy Q raised her

eyebrows and rattled the chips again. “Why work there, then?”Nadine stared at her for a

moment, then grinned sheepishly. “It’s a good way to meet men. Rich men who want

girlfriends.” She shrugged. “Sometimes they give me presents.”Suzy Q stopped shaking the

credit chips and thought about that for a moment. She smiled. “Good for you. Did I tell you that

Abdul made me pay for half of my birthday dinner?”“Half? What a dirtbag. When he invited you

out?” Nadine said.Suzy Q nodded and began to catalog Abdul’s failures. Nadine let out a sigh

of relief.She didn’t really get presents, and she wasn’t really in sales. Her regular job offered



exceptional pay, and she didn’t have to sleep with anybody. Unless she wanted to. She did

sometimes have to shoot them, but usually she didn’t have to. Unless she wanted to.The rest of

the conversation involved trashing current and former boyfriends. An hour later, after

consigning the male half of the species to the deepest hells they justly deserved, Nadine went

into her room, got dressed, and stepped out.She twirled for Suzy Q, who indicated her

approval. “Looks good.”“Thanks. I’m off to lunch.”“How long are you in town for this time?”“Don’t

know. Up to my boss. He’ll let me know.”“Is that who you are having lunch with?” Suzy Q asked.

“Or one of your ‘friends’?”“He’s just a boss, but I do have some friends in town.”“I hope your

lunch is exciting.”“It’s just a lunch.” Nadine shrugged.Chapter 3“Bowling? You want to go

bowling?” the brunette asked. “That is the most boring thing I’ve ever heard.”“It looks like fun,”

Jake said. “I’d like to try it. I’ve never been.” He smiled at the brunette girl, Kyria. She was short

and slim, with olive skin, black hair, and flashing black eyes.“I’ve been bowling,” Kyria’s friend

Zena said. “It’s really boring.”They could have been sisters, with the same hair and eye color,

but Zena had a slightly heavier build. She had a fairly substantial bosom, too, if you liked that

sort of thing. Which the man sitting next to her—Zena’s husband—clearly did.Jake had just

collected his lunch tray from the TGI main cafeteria and had been looking for somewhere to sit.

He’d detoured away from a group of cargo handlers who smelled like eight hours of sweaty

effort. Then he’d spied two pretty girls sitting with only one man. The math attracted him. Can’t

win if you don’t play, and they will surely smell better.As he’d gotten closer, Jake had

recognized the man’s face. The caf was crowded, so it seemed natural to ask if the seat was

free. He and the husband, Ana, had chatted a bit and determined they had, in fact, seen each

other around the station in some sort of work-related capacity, but neither of them remembered

where or how. Ana was a big man, bulky, a wrestler’s build, and he stood out in a crowd. Jake

could not place him, but was sure he’d seen him.“Why haven’t you been bowling before?” Ana

asked.“I spend most of my time on smaller stations, not big ones like this.”“So you’re the

country boy come to big station, huh?” Kyria said. “I thought I recognized a Belter accent

there.”“I grew up in the Belt,” Jake said, “but I’ve been traveling around for work.”“What are you

doing here?”“I’m just waiting for my next assignment.”“What kind of assignment?”“Not sure,”

Jake said. “Maybe a cargo run.”In truth, Jake wasn’t going to be doing any cargo runs at all. He

was going to a far orbit. A very far orbit. He had a course chip that described how far out he

was going.At least, he thought it was a far orbit. It was mostly encrypted, but the parts that

remained led Jake to believe that if he got far enough into the Outer Belt, he’d be near the orbit.

Of course, just being near an orbit didn’t mean that the thing you were looking for would be

there when you got there. In addition to the shape of the orbit, Jake needed to know when the

object would be passing by.He didn’t know exactly what it was—a tug, a cutter, a station, an

asteroid, or whatever—but he wanted to get out there, and to get out there, he needed a fairly

substantial ship and a great deal of time.The course chip had belonged to his father. At least,

as far as Jake knew. In a recent event, he’d almost gotten his legs shot off while hanging with

his friend Nadine. While fixing him up, they’d found a course chip hidden in the heel of one of

his boots. Boots that had belonged to his father before he’d died.While Jake had been

recovering, this course chip had been examined by his boss, Mr. Dashi. In simple terms, Jake’s

job could be described as “Do what Mr. D. says.” For a few weeks, Mr. Dashi had had Jake

working as a crewman on a cargo ship on a regular route. Jake had compiled lists of ships at

different stations, with particular attention to the Militia ships and their maintenance status. He

had dutifully counted and recounted, and managed to get a good look at a wide variety of

Militia ships.Then Mr. Dashi, via his assistant, Jose, had informed Jake that he was on

detached duty to follow up on this exact course chip. He’d also let Jake know that all the back



pay Jake was owed was to be paid to him, plus some bonuses, and some money from the

somewhat extralegal matters Jake had been involved in.Jose had never said as much, but he

had intimated that Jake’s current expense account wouldn’t be investigated too deeply if he

went out and looked into that orbit, and there would be some extra money for “ship acquisition

expenses,” whatever that meant.“Your collar flashes are TGI, but I’ve never seen that pattern

before,” Ana said. “What do you do for TGI again?”“I’m in the insurance division. In accounting,”

Jake said.Kyria laughed. “Accounting? That sounds boring. Did you actually go to school for

that?”“I did. Two years,” Jake said.“Two years?” Kyria said. “Two years learning about insurance

and accounting. Holy Imperial sleepiness. How did you not shoot yourself?”“Well, we didn’t just

do accounting all the time.”“What other things do you do?” Zena asked.Jake thought about that.

He’d gotten accused of a murder he didn’t commit. Fled. Gotten shot. Hijacked and kidnapped

and forced to shoot his best friend. Then coerced into the Militia, nearly killed by a boss who

hated him, and had almost died of a deadly disease before being shot at by a madman with a

ship big enough to have a rail gun. After, he’d inadvertently ended up running a sort of pirate

base, shooting all his friends, and stealing a (sort of) shuttle and helping land it and a crew of

escapees at TGI’s new (sort of) secret shuttle base. Oh, and he’d almost drowned in the

landing when the tide had come in.“Well,” Jake said, “we do a lot of auditing too.”“Auditing?”

Kyria didn’t look impressed.“We go places and check the records and see if they are correct. If

things match up.”“Wow,” Kyria said. “Accounting is way more exciting than I thought.”Jake was

almost certain she was being sarcastic.“Speaking of excitement,” Zena said, “Ana, tell them

what happened to you on your last ground assignment.”“Well, I was sent down to the

surface.”Jake had to sit still for the next few minutes while Ana described the establishment of

TGI’s new alternate shuttle port and how he’d been involved in helping tow it to shore and get it

fixed up for launch. Since Jake had actually been inside the craft the whole time, he just

nodded and smiled. He had been warned to not talk about the whole event.“So TGI has its own

shuttle now?” Zena asked.“It’s not a shuttle, exactly. It’s something else. It looks different, and it

had a different name. It was called a....”“A lifting body,” Jake said.“That’s right. That’s what it

was called—a lifting body. It was like a shuttle, but not exactly.” Ana gave Jake an odd look, but

went on to describe the shuttle and the events surrounding its landing.“Sounds cool, but I want

more basic,” Kyria said. “Anybody else?” She collected their various cups and went to the

taps.Zena looked at Jake. “She’s not seeing anybody.”“What?” Jake said.“She’s single. If you’re

interested.”“Of course he’s interested. He didn’t sit down to talk to me,” Ana said. “Did you?”“I

do know you from somewhere, but I can’t remember where,” Jake said.“I’ve seen you

somewhere too,” Ana said, “but that’s good enough for a nod, not sitting down. Anyway, when

we’re with Kyria, we’re used to male attention.”“Just to warn you, she’s into sport dating,” Zena

said.“What’s that?” Jake asked.“She sees how much abuse you’ll put up with. It’s fun for her,”

Zena said. “Lots of guys think she’s worth it.”“Oh,” Jake said. “Well, she is very pretty.”Kyria

headed back to the table, a big man in a TGI security uniform in tow. “Look who I found at the

taps,” she said.“Macon, how are you?” Ana said. He stood up and hugged the newcomer.

“Great to see you. You’re looking well.”“Isn’t he, though?” Kyria said. She smiled up at Macon,

then ran her hand along his arm. “Have you been working out?”“Every day,” Macon said, flexing

a bicep. “Still pumped from the gym. “How’s things in Finance?”“Great. We’ve turned a huge

profit this quarter,” Kyria said, “and I’m looking forward to a big bonus.”“What are you going to

do with your big bonus, little girl?” Macon asked.“Dinner. A big expensive dinner, at that place

off the mall. The one that has the buffalo steaks brought up from the surface—and orange

juice.”“That sounds great. Why don’t I go with you?”“Now, Macon,” Kyria said. “You know I don’t

buy dinner for men. Men buy dinner for me.”“What makes you think I can’t afford it?” Macon



asked.“Because we know you,” Kyria said. “You didn’t join the security department for the

money, that’s for sure.”They all laughed.Ana turned to Jake. “Macon and I grew up together. He

isn’t very....”“Smart,” Macon finished. “I’m not smart—but I’m big, and I like to fight. That’s good

for security.”“You aren’t that dumb,” Kyria said.“Dumb enough. Certainly not smart enough to

get a finance degree, not like a certain brainy girl,” Macon said, winking at Kyria, then turned to

Jake and smiled. “I don’t know you. I’m Macon.”“Jake.”“Jake’s in Accounting,” Kyria said. “He

likes bowling.”Jake shrugged. “I don’t necessarily like it.”“Bowling? Sounds kind of boring to

me,” Macon said.“Me too,” Zena piped up.“Boring as an Imperial rescript,” Kyria said.“Well, to

each their own,” Macon said. “Good for you, Jake.”“I’ve never actually done it,” Jake said.“Be

proud of what you are. That’s what I say,” Macon said. “I’m dumb and proud of it, and, well, if

you’re boring, good for you. We need boring people.”“I was just interested,” Jake said.“Jake the

bowler from Accounting,” Macon said. “Your last name wouldn’t be Stewart, would it?”“It is.

Why?” Jake asked.“Security is looking for you. They have a package, I think. Let me ask.”

Macon produced his comm and typed something into it. “Yup, somebody is on the way. You

should wait here.”Jake nodded. He was expecting a package.Macon continued, “So, Ana,

what’s these rumors I hear about that new shuttle port?”“It was pretty exciting. We were going

to go down on the monorail, but there was some sort of problem. We had to wait till somebody

senior from corporate came down and cleared it up, and we went down to the end of the line.

Let me tell you, this place was small, and they’d had a riot or something. There were burned

buildings all over the place.”Jake sat back and listened. He knew all this because he had been

there, but he couldn’t say it.Two other TGI security persons approached the table. Neither was

as big as Macon, but instead of Macon’s shock stick, one was armed with a shotgun slung

across his chest.The other had his hands on his holstered revolver. “Hi, Macon. Which one is

he?”Macon gestured at Jake.“You’re Jake Stewart?” the first TGI guard asked.“That’s me,” Jake

said.“I’ve got a package for you.”“Sure.” Jake held out his hand.“Sorry, need some ID and a

DNA scan. Step over here, please.”Jake got up and followed the man to a table against the

wall. The guard set up a DNA tester and took a pinprick from Jake’s thumb, then waited a few

minutes while it was analyzed.In the meantime, Ana had finished his story.“That sounds fun,”

Macon said. “Good job there, Ana. I’ll bet you get a promotion for that.”“I might get a promotion,

but I won’t make as much money as Finance Girl over there does.”Kyria held up her glass in

salute just as Jake returned with the guard.“Nice meeting everybody,” Jake said, “but my boss

called. I have to go.”“Off to teach him bowling?” Zena asked.“No, not exactly. He says I need to

buy a ship, and today, so I need to get going.”The four at the table looked at him for a moment,

then laughed.“That’s pretty impressive, Jake,” Macon said in all seriousness. “Have fun buying

your ship.”“Thanks,” Jake said and hurried away.As soon as he was gone, the girls laughed

again.“Macon, you are so gullible,” Zena said. “He’s not buying a ship.”“What do you

mean?”“He’s not an executive ship buyer.”“Why would he lie?” Macon shrugged.“Guys lie to

impress girls, Macon.”“I don’t. But that’s ‘cause I can’t keep my lies straight. Will you take me to

dinner with you, Kyria?”“Not a chance.”“Stuck on that accountant guy, huh?” Macon said.Kyria

waved his comment away. “Hardly. He’s boring. He’s an accountant. Besides, he doesn’t have

any money. Look at that suit he’s wearing. An old Belter semi. Can’t he afford something

new?”Ana had been watching Jake’s back as he strode away across the caf. “He was at the

shuttle port.”“What?”“That’s where I saw him. He was in charge of the shuttle thing that came

down.”“They put an accountant in charge of it after it landed?” Kyria asked.“No, not like that. He

came out of the shuttle. He rode it down when they brought it in the first time, and he was

talking to the boss man—Jose or something like that. Seemed to know him well.”“You’re saying

he brought the shuttle down from orbit?” Kyria asked.“There were two pilots, and a bunch of



people in back, but he came out of the control room.”“He’s a pilot? Or owner’s representative,

maybe?”“Something like that.”The guard who had spoken to Jake returned to their table.

“Thanks, Macon,” he said.“No problem, Nigel. These are my friends,” Macon said, and

introduced the others.“Pleased to meet you all. I’m glad to get that knocked out so we can get

back to the armory and drop these weapons. They’re a pain in the ass on the station.”“Why

carry them, then?” Zena asked.“Policy. Whenever we’re carrying a ton of cash, we have to be

armed.”“Well, I could use some of that cash. Kyria is going to dinner at that expensive place in

the commons.”“Oh, you are? Good for you. That Jake guy is paying, is he?”“What? Why do you

say that?”The guard surveyed the table. “You think they sent an armed escort and a DNA tester

to drop off lunch money? That guy just signed for a quarter million credits. Inter-company

credits. Untraceable, too—once he has ‘em, we can’t get ‘em back. He’s mighty rich, that

one.”The three turned just in time to see Jake retreat around the corner.“You should have gone

bowling with him, Kyria,” Macon said.Chapter 4“So we should kill them all?” Don Pedro leaned

forward and glared at Colonel Savard at the far end of the polished wooden table. “Is that what

you want me to do?”Colonel Savard frowned. “Not exactly. I don’t want any unnecessary

deaths.”“Why not?”“Why not?” Colonel Savard looked at Commander Roi, who shrugged. “I

don’t understand.”“You said ‘unnecessary deaths.’ What makes some necessary and some

unnecessary, and who gets to choose? What if I choose and I say just kill them all?” Don Pedro

said.Colonel Savard pulled himself up ramrod straight. He was the shortest person in the room,

shorter even than his niece, Lieutenant Savard, who sat in silence next to Commander Roi. His

uniform was unwrinkled and cut in a decidedly non-regulation way. The special cut was

necessary to hide his growing weight issues. Commander Roi had the opposite problem. He

was as skinny as a cancer survivor. “We can’t just have wholesale killings in the streets,”

Colonel Savard said. “This is not a coup. This is for the glory of the Emperor.” As he pushed

his chair back, the metal scraped into the wall behind it. He turned and looked at the scratch.

“Sorry.”“That’s carved hardwood,” Don Pedro said.“Sorry,” Colonel Savard said again.“Brought

all the way up from the south continent.”“It was an accident.”“Perhaps if this table weren’t so

big,” Commander Roi said.“First you are telling me who to kill, and now you want to give me

advice on interior decorating? In my own boardroom. Who do you think you are?” Don Pedro

said.“We’ll buy you another table,” Colonel Savard said, “but as for the matter at hand, as I

said, we propose that we begin restricting shuttle access to only people on our joint approved

list. That includes cargo. You’ll do the same on the monorail. Shut down cargo transfers and

passenger travel. If we control transportation, we control the economy. If we control the

economy, we control Delta.”“You can’t buy me another one. I had to organize a special

expedition down there to get it. Twenty-five years ago. Had to have it cut and carved on the

spot.”“Uh, right.” Colonel Savard looked at the two Galactic Growing executives who sat on

either side of Don Pedro, who stared back at him without so much as twitching. “Well, perhaps,

afterward, we could move it into a bigger room, into one of the buildings in Landing.”“I don’t

want to go to Landing,” Don Pedro said. “This is my favorite table in my favorite room. All my

best decisions have been made here. My best acquisitions. Plans. Why, I even made the boy

here, right on this table—twenty-five years ago, my wife and I, God rest her immortal

soul.”Commander Roi and Colonel Savard looked down at the table, then at each other.“Sir, I

hope it’s been cleaned since then,” Commander Roi said in a low voice.The young man at Don

Pedro’s side covered his face with his hand. “Please, Papa....”“I hear bad things about Landing.

It’s dirty, wet, and you can’t get a decent cider,” Don Pedro said.“We are not talking about cider,”

Don Pedro’s son said.“No, we’re talking about killing a bunch of people on this list. This

‘proscription’ list they are talking about.” Don Pedro looked closely at his son. “DJ, you are the



spitting image of your mother, bless her. Did I ever tell you how we first met, her and I?”“Many

times, Papa. Many times.” DJ took a deep breath. “Colonel, I think what my father means is that

he is concerned about the number of people on this list of yours. You want us to detain all

these people. TGI officials. Free Traders. Some university professors. Some other corps. There

are even current and former Militia officers on this list.”“We strongly believe it is necessary to

reform Imperial authority here on Delta,” Colonel Savard said. “This so-called ‘Delta

Corporation’ is just a commercial entity. It lacks any legitimacy. We will re-establish proper rule,

in the name of the Empire. Until the Emperor returns.”“Until the Emperor returns,” the other two

officers echoed.DJ looked blank for a moment, then turned to the GG official, a director of

planning, at the end of the table and raised his eyebrows.“We certainly wouldn’t want to argue

about the desirability of returning to Imperial authority,” the director said. “After all, that’s what

the Delta Corporation was formed for, to govern in the Empire’s absence. Certainly, we here at

Galactic Growing feel that we should have more say in the Council’s decisions than we

currently have, but I do have some questions about the timing. This system is working. People

get fed. The lights are on. Why change it now?”Colonel Savard leaned back. “Explain it to them,

Commander.”“Well, sir. Sirs. Don,” Commander Roi said. “You’re correct that people get fed and

the lights stay on. For now—but nothing lasts forever. After the Abandonment, we were

fortunate to have a large stock of materials on hand, especially in the Militia. Our capital goods

have long amortization periods.”“‘Amortization’? What?” DJ said.“Spaceships last a long time,”

the director said. “They don’t need much maintenance, and they don’t break often.”“Yes,

exactly.” Commander Roi cleared his throat. “Well, we commissioned a study at the university.

A secret study. It looked at the relative economic strengths of the different corporations,

including how much of the economy each represents and what it produces. The first thing is—

with the exception of food, of which we have a surplus—we have about twice the population we

can support long-term.”DJ nodded. “We’ve found the same. We’re short on energy, and the

fusion plants decline a little every year. Not much, but enough. Over time, we’ll have to start

cutting off electricity somewhere. Either production plants or housing. Something. We’re also

starting to notice a shortage of critical materials for the printers. We can still make things—just

not as many and not as fast—and the printers don’t last forever either.”Commander Roi

nodded. “Just so. At some point conflict will break out over resources. We want to make sure

the reallocation of resources favors us while our relative economic positions are still intact, or

at least not diminished.”DJ shook his head. “This is why I hated the university in Landing. What

does that mean?”“You’re big dogs right now,” Colonel Savard said. “You are bigger than any

other corp right now. Are you bigger than TGI?”“Sure,” DJ said.“How about a year from

now?”“Of course,” DJ said.“How about five years from now?”DJ started to speak, but

stopped.“You see?” Colonel Savard said. “It’s relative. You know that some things will stop

working in five years. You’ll have to close plants. Fire workers. Stop selling some things. Stop

dealing with some people.”“So will TGI,” DJ said. “We’ll still be bigger, relatively.”“Will you?

Maybe. Everybody is going to decline, but some are going to decline faster than others, and in

different areas. You’ll have to close some plants, and so will they. You’re bigger, but they are

more diversified. Ground and orbital. Food and manufacturing. They have services you

don’t.”“You’re in the same boat as us,” DJ said.“Your Militia ships are starting to fail,” the director

said. “You’re having problems with maintenance. You can’t fix complex parts, and you have a

limited ability to machine them. Ahhhh....” The director turned to DJ. “TGI has a...sort of a

shipyard, really, at their main station. They’ve been quiet about it, but they haven’t hidden it.

They do repairs. They can swap engines from one ship to another. Anything that can be

machined with local parts, they do. Rather than printing parts directly, they’ve made some



metal forming items. Lathes, drill presses. They use them to make what they can.”The director

turned back to the Militia colonel. “They can keep more ships flying longer than you can. You

have an advantage now, but it will start to erode. At some point TGI will overtake you, and

they’ll keep that advantage, even as things fall apart.”Commander Roi nodded once. “By our

reckoning, this moon and its system can support half the population we have now in a modern

technological society. Half of us can have energy, food, medicine, clothing, entertainment,

education, and a life. The other half will live in tents without clothes.”“Starve in the snow,” the

director said.“No,” Commander Roi said. “We’ll always have a surplus of food, but not clothing

or energy. They won’t starve, but half of us will freeze in the snow.”“Well, I know which half I

want to be in,” Colonel Savard said. “We can beat them right now, the two of us, and a few

favored others. In the name of the Empire, we can—we must—take over the important parts of

the economy and the Council. Run things our way. Properly. Stockpile. It’s our patriotic duty.

Until the Empire returns.”“Until the Empire returns,” the other Militia officers repeated in

chorus.DJ looked at the other GG official and rolled his eyes, then turned back to Colonel

Savard. “That’s fine, Colonel, but what do we do with these people? We don’t have a prison.

We have a few jail cells on some of our settlements, but we can’t hold this many people

forever.”“Why not put them in barracks with the field workers?” Commander Roi asked.“No

locks,” the second GG official said.“And what if they resist?” DJ said. “We don’t have an army,

or even a police force. We have security. They keep order well enough, but they only have

revolvers and perhaps a few shotguns. If we start collecting people from the streets, some of

them will fight back, and that will lead to riots.”“Señor Pedro,” Commander Roi said.“Yes?”

father and son both answered.“Um, the younger, uh—you.” Commander Roi pointed at DJ.“Don

Pedro is always my father,” DJ said. “Pedro is the family name. Both of us are Señor Pedro, but

only the head of our house is Don Pedro. My full name is Don Armando Julio Flores Pedro, but

people call me Don Junior. DJ is an acceptable nickname. When my father passes, I will be

Don Pedro. Until then, please use DJ.”“Señor DJ, are you saying you can’t control the streets of

your own settlements?”“We already control the streets of our own settlements, but you want us

to control monorail stations, other corporations’ settlements, and send a sizable group to

control the main monorail station in Landing,” DJ said.“You can’t handle a group of soft

executives and some accountants?” Colonel Savard asked.“Many of these people are TGI,

which has an exceptional corporate security department,” DJ said. “Their senior people now

travel with bodyguards. Armed bodyguards. Besides, the Militia people on this list have the

same training as you. Do you call yourself soft?”Colonel Savard frowned. “Be careful what you

say, young man. We are soldiers of the Empire. Our honor is the Empire’s honor.”DJ rolled his

eyes again. “Colonel, most Free Trader ships have an arms locker. They usually have crews

trained on their weapons. Some of those crews are former Militia. When you get away from the

inner stations, things can be tense. They are used to confrontation.”“So overwhelm them,”

Colonel Savard said.“In Landing? In Landing alone, there are three hundred people on this list.

We have weapons for perhaps two hundred security troops.”“Brandy,” Don Pedro said.Everyone

looked at him.“Brandy.”“What about brandy, Papa?” DJ asked.“They have good brandy in

Landing, or so I’ve heard. Lousy cider, of course. We make the best cider here at East-27.”“Yes,

we do, Papa, but we’re talking about going into Landing. Bringing some of the security into

Landing.”“Dangerous place, son. Bring a big group with you.”“I will.”“But you need to leave

some here. We need to protect the cider.”“Of course, Papa. We will protect the cider.”“Good.

You can take half of the security into town with you, but the rest stay here, and all the guns.”DJ

frowned. “We’ll need some of the guns, Papa.”“No. They stay here to protect the cider. You can

take the men, but not the guns.”“Papa, you said Landing was dangerous. I’ll need guns



there.”“Yes. Yes, you will.” Don Pedro frowned. “Ask these gentlemen. They have guns.”DJ

turned back to the Militia officers. “My father is correct. You do have guns. You’re asking a great

deal of us here. We will need more weapons.”Colonel Savard turned to Commander Roi.“Well,

sir,” Commander Roi said, “we could release some revolvers, perhaps twenty, and five

shotguns.”Colonel Savard nodded and turned to the GG officers.“No,” Don Pedro said. “Five

hundred revolvers. One hundred shotguns. Two hundred rounds for each, and half a dozen of

those sub-machine gun things I keep hearing about.”“We can’t do that,” Commander Roi

said.“And twenty bottles of that brandy,” Don Pedro said.“Brandy?” Colonel Savard said.“Yes.

Apple brandy. They make it in Landing.”“That’s a lot of weapons,” Colonel Savard said.“Yes.”

Don Pedro stood up and began to pace along his side of the table. “However, in return, we will

capture all the people on your list that are in our area of operation.” He began to tick things off

on his fingers. “We will arm all our people and do it all at once. We will overwhelm them with a

large force so they will be too cowed to fight. The monorail will be closed except to official

traffic. Our official traffic. We’ll collect all those people together, ship them to Landing, and turn

them over to you. You can have control of them, and we’ll leave their guards back in Landing to

control the monorail station. My son will do this.”Colonel Savard looked at Commander Roi.

“Give them one hundred revolvers, twenty shotguns, and one sub-machine gun.”“Don’t forget

the twenty bottles of brandy,” Don Pedro said.“You really want the brandy?”“Of course. Why

would we go into Landing otherwise?”Colonel Savard raised an eyebrow at DJ.“I am my

father’s man in all things.” DJ shrugged. “If he wants weapons to do this, you had best give him

weapons—and the brandy, as he said.”Colonel Savard rubbed his eyes and put his head in his

hands. “Commander,” he said, “how soon can we do this?”“It’ll take a while, sir, to divert some

stores, ship things to the stations, and bring them down on the shuttles. I’ll need to organize

multiple shipments and confuse some inventories so that nobody knows what’s missing, and to

send somebody to buy brandy.”“Very well. Get started. Contact Don Pedro—” He looked up at

the GG officials. “Actually, perhaps DJ will be handling this?”“Comm me with the details about

the weapons,” DJ said.“And I want to know when I get my brandy,” Don Pedro

said.“Commander, contact Don Pedro and DJ as appropriate for their parts in this. Expedite

this as much as possible, but make sure word doesn’t get out.”“Yes, sir.”“I think that concludes

our business for today.” Colonel Savard stood up.“Yes,” DJ said. He stood as well and gestured

to the other GG executive. “Raul will see you out.”Colonel Savard snapped a salute. “Till the

Emperor returns.”“Till the Emperor returns,” the other two officers said.DJ and Raul looked at

each other, and then Raul led the Militia officials out. DJ sat down and waited till the door shut,

watching it in silence.A minute later, Raul returned. “The Militia gentlemen have left the

building.”DJ looked sideways at his father. His father’s mouth was working, but no sound came

out.“Brandy? You want brandy?” DJ said.Don Pedro burst out laughing. He sniggered. He

chortled. He rolled around in his chair and spun it in a circle. Tears ran down his face.“Why

brandy?” DJ asked.“Do you think they bought it?” Don Pedro asked.“They think you are a crazy

old coot—that’s for sure, Papa. What made you think of brandy?”“I’ve had some before.”“Is it

good?”“Horrible,” Don Pedro said, “but that makes it hard to find.”“So some junior Militia officer

will be running around Landing trying to buy brandy.”“Yes, and it makes me sound nuts—but it

worked.”“One hundred revolvers, and the shotguns, too,” DJ said.“With what we have, that will

give us enough to put a train full of troops into Landing.”“Won’t they suspect?”“We’ll tell them a

train with prisoners is coming into town,” Don Pedro said.“They only told us to arrest three

hundred.”“We’ll say they are friends, or family, or something, but we’ll pack the train. We’ll also

be a day late.”“Why a day late?” DJ asked.“There will be riots for sure. They’ll spend their

people trying to stop them, to occupy the other corporate HQs—all of that.”“But what will we do



with all those troops in Landing, Papa?”“What I’ve wanted to do for years,” Don Pedro said.

“Occupy the Shuttle complex. Take over the city. Eliminate the Militia.”Chapter 5“I’m angry with

you,” Admiral Edmunds said. He spoke quietly. Franz’s on the plaza was expensive, discreet,

and didn’t put up with loud guests. Everything in the restaurant was quiet and soft. Soft

cushions. Soft napkins. Soft lighting.“Okay, and I should care why?” Nadine scanned the menu

in front of her. “Buffalo ragout, or buffalo stew? What’s pasta?”“Why didn’t you answer those

last few messages?”“I’ll ask the waitress. She’ll know.” She raised her hand and gestured to a

girl by the door.“You can’t just ignore me when I call you,” the admiral said. “I count on you

being able to give me detailed reports.”The waitress arrived. Nadine pointed at the menu item

and gestured as if to say, What is it?“It’s a noodle, made from wheat,” the waitress said.“You

can eat wheat?” Nadine asked. “I thought it was just something that rich people put in their

greenhouses.”“You can. We pound it down, mix it with water, form it into strips, let it dry, and

cook it with some oil. They did it in the Old Empire.”“It sounds horrible,” Nadine said. “Who

would eat oil? What’s that taste like?”“It’s olive oil. I’ve had it twice. I really like it,” the waitress.

“It’s got a unique taste. Mixed with the buffalo, it tastes fantastic.”“If it’s so good, why have you

only eaten it twice?” Nadine asked.“Did you check the price?”Nadine looked at the menu again.

She whistled. The only thing more expensive was the orange juice, and something called a

lime.“Please bring us a small plate of pasta, lightly oiled, as our appetizer, and then give us a

few minutes,” Admiral Edmunds said.“He’s quite generous, as long as I’m generous.” Nadine

winked at the waitress. “You know what I mean.”The waitress departed, and the admiral

frowned. “Must you try to convince everybody that we’re sleeping together?”“I need to keep my

acting skills up,” Nadine said.“You never answered my question. Why didn’t you answer my

messages before?”“Because I’m not one of your employees. Because I do my own thing. I pick

my own jobs. Because I don’t owe you anything unless we agree to it ahead of time. What does

this one pay, anyway?”“You don’t owe me anything?” Admiral Edmunds said. “Is that what you

think?”“I don’t owe you a thing.”“I paid for all those schools. I got you all that training. I paid for

all those ships. Set you up with all those people.”“Number one, those weren’t favors,” Nadine

said. “You made me work those off. Number two, it wasn’t charity. You needed something done,

and I was the only one who could possibly do it, so you gave me the tools I needed to get what

you wanted. That wasn’t for me. Number three, this is all about guilt. Your guilt. You screwed up.

You screwed up big time, and you think that by helping me out, you’ll get some sort of cosmic

forgiveness. Good luck with that, but it’s not my problem.”Nadine raised her hand.The waitress

scurried over. “Ma’am?”“Which is more expensive, orange juice or that lime juice thing?”

Nadine asked.“Well, the lime juice, but most people don’t really like—”“Never mind that. Give

me two big glasses of it.”“Two?” The waitress’s eyes turned to the admiral. He scowled but

nodded, so she sped away.“Does it give you pleasure to spend my money like that?” Admiral

Edmunds asked.“I think of it as therapy for your guilt. I’m helping you deal with that. I’m a

healing type of girl. You should be thankful.”The admiral glared at her for a moment, but then

laughed. “You are just like your mother.”Nadine gritted her teeth. “Don’t talk about my

mother.”“Why not? You’ve already ordered the most expensive things on the menu. You can’t

cost me any more. Besides, it helps me deal with my guilt, as you say.”The appetizer and drinks

arrived. The admiral snagged them, handed one to Nadine, and kept one for himself. “Free

trades,” he said.“Free trades,” Nadine said, clinking glasses.They each took a big swig.The

admiral grimaced. “This is lousy.”“Blech,” Nadine said, nearly spitting it out.The admiral waved

the waitress over. “There is something wrong with this lime drink.”“It’s possible, sir, but I saw

them squeeze the limes myself. That’s how they are supposed to taste.”“Are you sure?” the

admiral asked. “They taste horrible.”“Yes,” she said, “you’re not the first one to say that.”The



admiral looked at Nadine, and they both started laughing.“It’ll be fine. Bring us two buffalo with

pasta, please, and some orange juice.”The waitress hurried off, and Nadine continued to

giggle. “People pay money for that?”“Lots of money.” He laughed. “Look, in return for these

dinners, I need you to stay in touch.”“I stay in touch when I’m on a job for you. Other than that,

I’m busy.”“Busy with what?”“You are not my only customer, and I do have a social life.”“You’re

gone three quarters of the time. You don’t have time for a boyfriend.”“You would be surprised.

But I came here for the food. Even with what you pay me, I can’t afford to eat here. What do

you want?”The admiral picked at the pasta. “This is really quite good. You should try

some.”Nadine had a bite. Her eyes widened. “This is wonderful. I’ve never tasted anything like

it.” She began to shovel the food into her mouth.“I want you to get off-planet for a while. Far off-

planet,” Admiral Edmunds said.“It tastes...delicate. You don’t even notice the oil. What’s that

spice?”“Far away. Outer stations, at least.”“It tastes fresh. What’s it called?”“Oregano. They

grow it in the greenhouses.”“It’s wonderful. It’s not convenient to go off-planet right now.”“You

were off-planet for a month with that Militia station thing.”“I wonder if there is any oregano in the

buffalo.”“I need you to do it soon. I want you out of here right after this meal. Find somewhere

far out and go there.”“Sounds like you want me to run away.”“I do.”“What ship will I take?”“None.

I need all my ships close by right now.”“You normally give me a ship.”“I normally don’t have to

worry about them being shot out of the sky.”Nadine put her fork down. “Shot out of the sky?

What’s going on?”“Nothing has actually happened yet, but I need all my ships in close orbit

right now, and I need them with full crews. Military crews, with gunners who can hit things.”“I

can hit things.”“Not with ship weapons, you can’t. You can drive things, but you have no

gunnery skills.”“I have skills.”“Things are getting unstable.”“Besides, what do you mean, ‘your

ships’? You’re not an admiral anymore.”“I’m not, but times are confusing. There are still some

people who take my advice.”“So my leaving is part of some plan of yours?”“Yes.”“Well, then

you’ll have to pay.”“I have to pay you to go somewhere safe?”“Yup. I have a big clothes

budget.”The admiral leaned forward. “You are infuriating. You drive me insane.”“Mission

accomplished,” Nadine said.Admiral Edmunds started to speak, but stopped. He frowned,

reached into his jacket, and pulled his comm out.“It’s rude to take a call when you’re having

dinner with a pretty girl,” Nadine said.“Which is why only a few, very important people have this

code,” the admiral said. He tapped the screen and then sat still, reading.“Well, what exciting

things are your important people telling you?”“There’s been an explosion. A drop ship was

blown up.”“An accident?”“That’s the story. My people tell me otherwise.”“What do you

mean?”“There were a lot of important people on that ship.” The admiral looked up. “Are you

armed?”“Why?”“I have to go. You have to go.”“I don’t think—wait.” Nadine gave him an odd

look. “You look different.”“You have to go,” the admiral repeated, scanning the tables around

them.“You’re afraid. I’ve never seen you afraid before.”“Just go,” Admiral Edmunds said. He sat

up straight.Nadine sat up straight up as well, looking around.“Too late,” he said.Eight men and

women in Militia uniform walked into the restaurant. Each carried a drawn weapon, either a

revolver, a shotgun, or a shock stick.“You need to get away—now. The Militia will be looking for

you. Get away from close orbit. Go far, and go fast.”“I don’t understand,” Nadine said. “Why are

they looking for you?”“Good afternoon, Admiral. I need you to come with me,” the leading man

said, pointing his revolver at the floor.“What for?” the admiral asked.“I have a warrant for your

arrest.”“No, you don’t.”“So you must....What?”“You’ve got nothing. Nothing official, anyway. This

is a coup. That shuttle that blew up. You killed most of the TGI board, a bunch of the Free

Traders, and some senior university people. This is a coup.”“I don’t know anything about that,”

the man said. “I’ve got a warrant.”“You should check that.”“I’ll do that later. For now, you have to

come with me.”“Very well. Just let me take care of my young lady friend.” The admiral turned to



Nadine. “Sweetheart, I’m afraid lunch is over. You’ll have to go.” He smiled. “It’s been fun, but

things happen. Oh, I haven’t paid you yet.”Admiral Edmunds looked up at the guard. “I always

pay my bills. Do you mind?”He didn’t wait for an answer, but leaned forward and tucked a credit

chip in Nadine’s shirt pocket. Then he leaned closer and touched his lips to her cheek—close

enough to whisper, “Get the guns. Bring them back to the loyal officers.””He leaned back and

nodded at her. “Go now.”She pushed her chair back and got up slowly. “What’s going

on?”“None of your concern, ma’am. Escort her out,” the man ordered the others.Two revolver-

wielding Militia stepped behind her and gestured. She walked slowly toward the door.“She

looks familiar,” one of the guards said. “I think I’ve seen her before.”“Run her though the

system,” she heard behind her.Nadine didn’t wait to hear more. “Excuse me, guys,” she

said.“Yes?” The guard on her right turned.She grabbed him and slung him into his partner,

knocking them both down. Then she fled out the door and into the crowded street.Shots rang

out behind her.Chapter 6“She’s out of your league,” the man said.“What?” Jake said, turning to

the man next to him at the table.“She’s too much for you.”“What are you talking about?” Jake

asked.“I saw you looking across the bar. Over there.” The man pointed. “You were watching

her.”“I could have been looking at anything.”“But you weren’t. You were looking at her, and you

can’t afford her.”“How do you know I want her?”“I know that look. Especially from a young man.

I wanted something like her when I was younger too. Great lines,” the man said.“She’s very

sleek,” Jake said. “How expensive would she be?”“Very, but that’s not the problem.”“What’s the

problem?”“It doesn’t matter what you spend at the start. It’s the maintenance.”“Maintenance?”

Jake asked.“You can’t just spend some money and just leave her alone. You have to take her

places. Buy her things. Food. And you....Well, look at yourself.”“What’s wrong with myself?”

Jake asked.“You dress too plain. If you’re going to be with her, you need new clothes. Flashy.

Stylish. Expensive.”“I guess so.”“I know so. Sorry, kid. She’s not for you.”“Couldn’t I try her out

for a while?”“She’ll break your heart, kid. She’ll take all your money, and then you’ll be high and

dry.”“I guess you’re right,” Jake admitted, “but she’d be fun.”“She’d be lots of fun,” the man

agreed, “but she’s not for you, kid.”“You are the world’s worst salesman,” Jake said. “Did you

know that?”“I’m a great salesman.”“Aren’t you supposed to convince me to spend more

money?”“You’ll spend everything you have and then some. I’ve seen the type before.”
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